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Strikes hit residential buildings in Kyiv (45)
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A damaged building seen at the scene of Russian shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2022. Strikes hit residential buildings in the heart of Ukraine's capital Tuesday, authorities said. Further south, officials announced probes of alleged Russian abuses in the newly retaken city of Kherson, including torture sites and enforced disappearances and detentions. (AP Photo/Andrew Kravchenko)
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Ukrainian State Emergency Service firefighters work to extinguish a fire at the scene of a Russian shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2022. Strikes hit residential buildings in the heart of Ukraine's capital Tuesday, authorities said. Further south, officials announced probes of alleged Russian abuses in the newly retaken city of Kherson, including torture sites and enforced disappearances and detentions. (AP Photo/Andrew Kravchenko)
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Ukrainian State Emergency Service firefighters work to extinguish a fire at the scene of a Russian shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine, Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2022. Strikes hit residential buildings in the heart of Ukraine's capital Tuesday, authorities said. Further south, officials announced probes of alleged Russian abuses in the newly retaken city of Kherson, including torture sites and enforced disappearances and detentions. (AP Photo/Andrew Kravchenko)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters and emergency personnel intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said on November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Local residents look on as Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Local residents look on as Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Ukrainian policemen secure a perimeter as firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Civilians shelter in an underpass in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv during a Russian missile strike on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Civilians shelter in an underpass in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv during a Russian missile strike on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said Tuesday that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Residents look on behind a security perimeter as Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 22, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 22, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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A Ukrainian policeman secures the perimeter as firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Genya SAVILOV / AFP)
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Civilians shelter in an underpass in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv during a Russian missile strike on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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Residents look on as Ukrainian firefighters intervene at the scene where a Russian missile fragment fell near a residential building causing fire in the centre of the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv on November 15, 2022. - The Ukrainian presidency said November 15, 2022 that the situation across the country was "critical" after a fresh wave of Russian missiles battered energy facilities, forcing emergency shutdowns and plunging parts of the capital into darkness. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP)
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: (----EDITORIAL USE ONLY - MANDATORY CREDIT - "UKRAINIAN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE / HANDOUT" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS----) Firefighters work to put out a fire after two residential buildings were hit in the Pecherskyi district in Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Ukrainian State Emergency Service / Handout / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: People view the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: Soldier works by residential areas which were hit in the Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: Soldier works by residential areas which were hit in the Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: Soldier works by residential areas which were hit in the Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: People view the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of a damaged building after yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: People view the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: A view of the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 16: People view the scene of one of yesterday’s missile attacks on November 16, 2022 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KYIV, UKRAINE - NOVEMBER 15: Firefighters work by residential areas which were hit in the Ukraine’s capital Kyiv as nationwide air alerts sounded across the country on November 15, 2022. Russia on Tuesday carried out 85 missile strikes across Ukraine, mostly targeting the country’s energy infrastructure, according to Ukraine’s president. Stanislav Strilets / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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